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Executive Summary 

This deliverable presents the proposed Stream Mining methods and approaches used to 
implement the EnStreaM prototype system for handling semantic data streams and stream 
ontologies including the information from the sensor data streams, such as description of the 
situation (e.g., a sensor description), the measurements (e.g., sensor measurements) and 
ontologies used to annotate stream data.  

 
The developed prototype supports data stream summarization and visualization, enabling 
interactive analysis of stream data over various geographical locations and sensors. One of 
the stream specific functionalities is also discovery of anomalies in the data stream, for 
selected sensor, and event prediction functionality.  Event prediction models are based on 
the recent history of stream data of the observed sensors and the selected nearby sensors. 
The developed prototype enables users to discover and validate complex patterns from the 
stream data, which can be used for triggering alarms or warnings. The validated patterns are 
automatically exported (in form of rules) to the Event Processing Service (Envision 
deliverable D4.7). Rules that are validated by an expert user are exported along with the 
corresponding data to a stream reasoning engine (Envision deliverable D4.8), which can be 
used to further update the existing rules from simple rules to more complex rules.  

 
The developed prototype produced promising results on real data and includes several 
advanced features (event prediction, warning of broken sensor, suggesting appropriate data 
query), which demonstrate solid potential usage in environmental domain. 
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1 Introduction 

As described in the Envision DoW, the plan for creating the Envision platform for handling 
environmental data includes also functionalities of stream mining. In the last years we are 
witnessing that stream mining techniques are in the phase of fast development and the 
number of stream mining applications is steeply rising. Since the core property of stream 
mining is to handle and analyze large amounts of upcoming data in a very short period of 
time, the environmental domain (with sensor data) is an appropriate field for various stream 
mining applications. The idea of stream mining application as addressed is this deliverable is 
to help domain experts to perform various types of data analysis quickly and efficiently: 
complex analysis of stream data, discovery of data patterns, analysis of the data for selected 
phenomena, data anomaly detection, prediction of selected patterns, validation of user 
hypotheses, and last but not least,, generation of new knowledge by detecting correlations in 
large amount of data. We address stream data analysis by combining semantic technologies 
mainly for bringing in semantics of the data via higher level descriptions (e.g., connection to 
ontology concepts)  and knowledge discovery techniques for supporting data analysis in 
various ways. 

 

 

Figure 1: Interaction between WP4 stream components 
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The main goal is to enhance the knowledge of domain experts. A further goal is to enable 
quick response to the observed changes in the environment measured by sensors.  

In order to exploit results of stream mining application in the Envision framework, we 
connected EnStreaM with the following components, as shown in Figure 1: 

 Resource Portlet: first, we have to import the sensor data (SOS services) to 
EnStreaM and part of this step is done through the Resource Module  

 Visual OntoBridge (Envision deliverable D4.6): configuration file for semantic 
annotation of data (sensor measurements) is created by using Envision Visual 
OntoBridge component; 

 Event Processing Service (Envision deliverable D4.7): after the expert user 
analyzed the data and is finished with the discovery and validation, for instance 
generating a rule for event triggering, the rule can be exported to the Envision Event 
Processing Service directly; 

 Stream Reasoner (Envision deliverable D4.8): expert users also have an option to 
export the selected rule and the corresponding data to the Envision Stream 
Reasoner, which can then perform reasoning over stream data and suggest 
automatically discovered rules. 

 
In the Envision project we studied three case studies: oil spill risk assessment, landslide 
hazard assessment, and real-time flood monitoring. Based on the requirements from the 
involved domain experts and the stage of their current ICT environment (in terms of data 
availability), we have identified several stream mining related functionalities as relevant for 
the Envision case studies: 

 Anomaly detection (e.g. sensor data quality which is relevant for all case studies) 

 Prediction of measurements and selected type of events (e.g. prediction of water 
level, prediction of water flow) 

 Complex querying of data (validating the hypothesis of domain experts, e.g. testing 
the hypothesis, which originates from expert knowledge, on historical data  

 Rule discovery, validation and export (the discovered data patterns are the starting 
point for domain experts to create, validate on actual data and export event 
detection rules)  

 

To enable these functionalities we had to implement underlying features: automatic 
summarization of sensor data (aggregates of different types and different time spans), 
optimize internal data storage (advanced indexing of data to enable efficient search queries) 
and deal with data visualization issues, which mostly derive from the fact that in sensor data 
there are quite some irregularities due to missing values or a broken sensor.  

In this deliverable we present the overall idea for integration of stream mining functionalities 
in the Envision platform and how it is connected to other components in the Envision 
Framework.  

In the second section we introduce basic principles of stream mining, along with architectural 
considerations. In Section 3 we describe the stream mining component – EnStreaM from 
technical perspective, while in Section 4 we introduce the end user perspective and depict 
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EnStreaM validation results. We conclude with a discussion section summarizing the results 
and putting the results in a broader context.  
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2 Proposed approach and methods 

2.1 Architectural considerations 

The technological pipeline for streaming data as we realized it is presented in Figure 2. The 
raw data and meta-data coming from the sensor network can be annotated, stored using a 
specific approach for streaming, and processed using techniques such as stream mining, 
event and anomaly detection [1].  

 

 

Figure 2: Technological pipeline, describing place of Stream Processing Engine (SPE) and 
Stream Mining, Complex Event Processing and Anomaly Detection in the chain.  

 

Data obtained from sensors/sensor network is annotated and enriched using ontology, sent 
through stream processing engine, processed using stream mining or complex event 
detection or similar and delivered to a decision maker. 

 

2.2 Stream data processing 

The huge amount of data which information systems had to deal with in the last years 
influenced evolution and characteristics of information systems. Continuous, on-time 
processing of incoming data streams imposed particular requirements listed below, which 
traditional Database Management Systems (DBMS) were not able to fulfil. In consequence, 
new tools have been developed that are able to process multiple data sources, often 
streams, in a timely fashion, in order to extract relevant information [2].   

In [3] the authors identify requirements for real-time stream processing based on the 
assumption that efficient stream processing requires the ability to handle large amounts of 
messages in a stream with low latency:  

 Keep the data moving. A real-time stream processing system should process the 
data “in-stream” (i.e. keep its “current state” in working memory), without any 
requirement to store them. Storing (i.e., writing to disk) significantly increases latency. 
The system should also use an active processing model, which means that it should 
issue alerts and actions rather than wait to be polled for the results (see Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: “In-stream” processing with optional storage [3]  

 

 Handle stream imperfections. Data in a stream might be delayed, missing or “out of 
order”. Computations should not be blocked by such situations; the system should 
also be able to handle messages by their timestamp, not only by the time of arrival. 

 Integrate stored and streaming data. Many applications need initialization using 
historical data from the stream or maybe users might want to test their new algorithms 
on such historical data. It should be seamless to switch from historical data to live 
feed. 

Stream-processing applications should be able to process high volumes of data with very low 
latency. This means processing hundreds of thousands of messages per second with 
micro/millisecond-range latency. They should be able to take advantage of modern multi-
core/multi-processor computer architecture and be able to recover from crash in real-time. 
The authors also suggest that real-time stream processing engines should implement 
extended SQL language to handle streams. 

Typical implementations of stream processing systems include (i) traditional DBMS system, 
(ii) rule engines and (iii) specialized stream processing architectures as depicted in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: Three typical implementations of stream processing systems [3]: database 
management system, rule engine and specialized stream processing. Notice that while rule 

engine uses a collection of rules, specialized stream processing uses an embedded database.  

 

DBMS systems are widely available, familiar to developers, and are known for being a 
reliable storage for large datasets. Main-memory DBMS can even provide much better 
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performance than traditional ones, if one avoids writing to the disk for most operations, given 
sufficient main memory. 

Rule engines have been known from the early 1970’s. Given the set of rules, which are 
typically formed in condition/action pairs, they only watch incoming stream for any conditions 
of interest and when these conditions are met they “fire” an action. 

Stream processing engines (SPE) are specifically designed to deal with streaming data. They 
perform SQL-like queries on the streaming data without necessarily storing them. They use 
specialized primitives and constructs to express stream-oriented processing logic. States of 
the stream can be expressed with different operators and can be stored in a traditional way.  

 

2.2.1 Stream Mining 

Data stream mining is the process of extracting knowledge structures from continuous 
rapidly-changing streams of data. Stream mining has its solutions based on well-established 
statistical and computational approaches that can be categorized into data-based and task-
based ones [4]. Data-based solutions focus on examining a subset of the whole dataset or to 
reduce it vertically (features) or horizontally (number of records) in size. Task-based solutions 
engage techniques from computational theory that have been adapted to achieve time and 
space efficient solutions. 

Data-based techniques include sampling, load shedding, sketching, synopsis data 
structures and aggregation. Both sampling and load shedding have a problem that they are 
dropping out chunks of data streams that might represent a pattern of interest in time series 
analysis. The major drawback of sketching (randomly projecting to a subset of features from 
a stream) is its accuracy. Creating synopsis from data may include wavelet analysis (Fourier 
transform), histograms, quartiles and frequency moments. When using these techniques, 
one needs to be aware of the inaccuracies that might occur due to incomplete representation 
of the data. With aggregation we compute statistical measures, such as means, variance, 
minimum, maximum, count, etc., that can be used by mining algorithms. Again, such a 
method does not perform well with highly fluctuating data distributions. 

Task-based techniques modify existing techniques and introduce new techniques for 
stream processing that are able to cope with the computational challenges of data stream 
processing. These include approximation algorithms, sliding windows, and algorithm output 
granularity. The intuition behind sliding windows technique is in the fact that user is more 
concerned with the analysis of most recent data. Detailed analysis is done over the most 
recent data items and a summarized version of historic data. The sliding windows approach 
(see Figure 5) is widely implemented and can be combined with data-based techniques for 
even higher efficiency. 
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Figure 5: Illustrating usage of weekly sliding window on data, sliding on a daily basis (M – 
Monday, T – Tuesday, Thursday, W – Wednesday, F – Friday, S – Saturday, Sunday) 

For example, summaries in the form of aggregates or synopsis analysis can be performed on 
a sliding window over the most recently arrived data. In [5], the authors propose using the 
Discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) on a sliding window to achieve fast subsequence 
matching. Instead of keeping the whole set of measurements, they suggest performing 
transformation into frequency space and keeping the first few most relevant harmonics. In 
this space it is also easier to define the similarity measure between data from two sliding 
windows. Similarity can be computed in the frequency space with one of the distance 
metrics. Instead of DFT, other similar methods can be used for feature generation. 

Possible mining techniques on pre-processed data include clustering, classification, 
frequency counting and time series analysis [6]. 

2.2.2 Prediction 

One of the standard operations on stream data is prediction based on the current and past 
data, in our case coming from the sensor networks. Prediction scenarios can range from 
prediction of upcoming measurement (e.g. water level for tomorrow based on current 
measurements of water level), prediction of some other measurable phenomenon, not 
acquired directly from sensor network (e.g. water level for tomorrow based on precipitation 
measurements), to prediction of events (e.g. predicting landslides likelihood based on 
precipitation measurements [7]). 

In general, prediction scenarios can be formulated as a standard machine learning 
classification (for events) or regression (for numeric values) tasks [8]. In order to achieve this, 
we need to define what are the training examples, their attributes, and their target variable. 
The target variable can be, in the case of classification, a binary value encoding whether the 
event happened, or, in the case of regression, a measurement value. 

We will now describe in more detail how to define a regression task to predict the next 
measurement value. Let’s assume that the data is coming from the sensor in regular intervals 
of one hour (𝑠1, 𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑡). The goal is to develop three models, 𝑓1, 𝑓6, and 𝑓12, which can 
predict the value in next 1, 6 and 12 hours respectively. More formally, 

𝑓1(𝑠𝑡) = 𝑠𝑡+1 + 𝜖, 

𝑓6(𝑠𝑡) = 𝑠𝑡+6 + 𝜖, 

𝑓12(𝑠𝑡) = 𝑠𝑡+12 + 𝜖. 

Such definition is already enough for basic learning regression models. However, the 
prediction solely depends on the current measurement, which can be noisy, and can ignore 
larger local trends (e.g. increasing or decreasing values from the stream), and also any 
correlation with other nearby sensor nodes (e.g. water level between sensors placed along a 
river can be highly correlated – increase upstream can propagate downstream). 
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There are many approaches for capturing local trends in the data stream, for example time-
delay embedding [9]. Another approach, based on the intuitions from the area of text mining, 
is to compute as many aggregates over some selected time periods (e.g. last hour, day, three 
days, week) as feasible. These aggregates can then be included as separate attributes in the 
feature vector, and then left to the classification or regression model to evaluate. Example of 
such aggregates would be average, sum, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, numeric 
integral and numeric derivate. 

To capture correlations with nearby sensors, the feature vector can be further extended by 
including same type of attributes, computed based on the measurements of these nearby 
sensor nodes. Such approach typically results in very large feature vectors, which need to be 
handled appropriately in the learning phase. In the following section we used Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) [8] to learn regression and classification models due to its ability to handle 
high-dimensional data and avoid over-fitting. 

Concept drift is a term used in stream mining to describe the problem of non-stationary 
source [10]. Let us consider the example of a sensor network measuring water level along a 
river. By observing over a longer period of time the water level on one particular sensor 
location, we can define quite an accurate model, as it will be shown in Section 3.1.2. The 
model would, for example, relate the observed water levels from upstream, precipitation and 
weather report to derive a prediction. However, if a dam is built somewhere up- or down- the 
stream, this can influence the behaviour of water level, and as such invalidate the model. 
This requires a new learning period, in order to discover new levels of correlation and to 
encode them in the model. 

2.2.3 Anomaly Detection 

Anomalies detected in data from sensor networks can have two meanings: either sensors 
are faulty, or they are detecting events (such as intrusions) that are interesting for analysts 
[11]. Sensor data can also be a subject of noise from the environment or nature of the sensor 
or, can have missing values in the data collection process. In the case of streaming data, 
anomaly detection techniques are required to work on-line, with many resource constraints. 
The techniques need to be lightweight to permit fast processing and, due to the nature of the 
sensor data, they also need to distinguish between interesting anomalies and noise/missing 
values. The key to anomaly detection and successful stream mining is proper feature 
engineering. Anomalies are detectable if data instances are represented in an informative 
feature space. Often, it is hard to precisely define what an anomaly is, as there are many 
possible types and there is no universal technique that would detect all. 

Methods that have been used for anomaly detection in sensor data [11] include Bayesian 
networks, rule-based systems, parametric statistical modelling, nearest neighbour based 
techniques and spectral techniques. 
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3 EnStreaM Prototype 

EnStreaM prototype as depicted in Figure 6 consists of two main components: EnStreaM 
(backend) service and EnStreaM portlet. All the references to the data sources are obtained 
through the Resource Module’s Java Content Repository (JCR). Out of the entries, SOS 
services are selected and harvested for the historical data and are being polled in almost 
real-time for the current data. 

Data is processed in the specialized Stream Processing Engine (SPE). Its functionality is 
exposed via an API which is used by the EnStreaM Portlet. The portlet is able to send the 
data (rules and annotated data) to the Event Processing Service (EPS) and the Stream 
Reasoning service. 

 

 

Figure 6: EnStreaM prototype architecture 

 

 

3.1 EnStreaM service 

The EnStreaM service is the core of the EnStreaM prototype. It consists of a dedicated 
Stream Processing Engine (SPE) and a wrapping web application around it. Wrapping 
application exposes the SPE to the web through the dedicated API, represents one additional 
error filtering layer in the chain and supports functionality of the GUI. 

The EnStreaM service is a stream mining and event detection engine which powers the 
EnStreaM portlet. EnStreaM is built on top of the existing QMiner system that is using an 
internal C++ data mining library. Its architecture is depicted in Figure 7. The central part of 
the system consists of two components: Data Layer and Mining Algorithms [12]. At the 
bottom of the architecture diagram is a set of data sources, for example, sensor 
measurements and sensor meta-data from SOS services. Each data source requires an 
adapter, which maps the data source to a common interface. Adapters for importing historical 
and streaming data from SOS services have been developed. 
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Figure 7: QMiner architecture, where the central part of the system consists of two 
components: Data Layer and Mining Algorithms 

 

 

3.1.1 EnStreaM Service Architecture 

The Data Layer provides unified access to all the data sources from the higher architectural 
layers, and includes integrated inverted index and multi-modal feature extractors. Integrated 
inverted index is used to provide faceted search functionality over the records from the data 
sources. Integrated multi-modal feature extractors provide functionality for extracting feature 
vectors from raw data provided by the various data sources. Examples of feature extractors 
would be the vector-space model for text data, visual words for images, or time series 
statistics for sensor measurements. Feature extractors provide an abstraction layer required 
by machine learning algorithms. 

The measurement feed is processed in real-time. On arrival, each measurement is put into a 
FIFO queue, and used to update the running aggregate for various time windows. The size of 
time windows is provided as input parameters. On specified intervals (e.g. minute, hour, day, 
week), aggregates are stored in a designated store, and indexed using its value, time, 
period, aggregation type, measured phenomena and sensor. The results can be exported 
using different formats (RDF, RuleML, Datalog).  

On the Data Layer depicted in Figure 8, the implementation has six stores, two for meta-data 
(sensor node and sensor type), two for measurements (sensor measurements) and 
aggregates (derived from measurements) and one which essentially connects them (sensor). 
An additional table in the schema is able to store basic event information that can be used for 
additional analysis of the data and generating rules for events [13]. 
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Figure 8: EnStreaM Data Layer schema 

 

 

3.1.2 Prediction and Anomaly Detection 

The EnStreaM prototype implements event and value prediction and anomaly detection. All 
three approaches are based on Support Vector Machine models and they use the 
methodology described in Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3. 

Prediction and anomaly detection was implemented and tested using daily granularity on 
data. Each sensor was described using several aggregates computed over the period of one, 
three and seven days. The aggregates used were average, sum, standard deviation, 
minimum, and maximum. Each sensor node was connected to at most five other nearby 
nodes, based on their geographic distance. 

Value prediction for a particular sensor used aggregates from the sensor and its neighbours. 
More specifically, each dimension in the feature space corresponded to one (sensor, 
aggregate) pair. Figure 9 shows an example of feature vectors; for the sake of clarity we only 
use the AVERAGE aggregate. One column corresponds to one feature vector. The first row 
contains the value to be predicted. 

 

Date 12/30/2011 12/29/2011 12/28/2011 12/27/2011 12/26/2011 

Target 69.248 69.225 69.211 69.253 69.311 

(csro-sensor-0020-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.251 69.309 69.266 69.242 69.153 

(csro-sensor-0014-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.210 69.294 69.232 69.215 69.110 

(csro-sensor-0013-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.172 69.275 69.242 69.307 69.262 

(csro-sensor-0012-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.381 69.416 69.410 69.378 69.299 

(csro-sensor-0024-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.166 69.240 69.191 69.171 69.075 

Figure 9: Feature vectors for value prediction. 

 

Node

• Name, URN

• GPS Latitude, Longitude, 
Altitude, Satellite No., Speed

• Description, Geolocation 
(string), Owner

Sensor

• SensorNodeId

• SensorTypeId

• CurrentState fields (current 
aggregates)

• LastMeasurementId

Type

• Name, Measured Phenomena, 
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• Sampling information, 
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interest, unit of measurement

Measurement

• SensorId
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• SensorId
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median ...)
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• Timestamp

Events
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• Timestamp

•GPS latitude, longitude
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Some results on the flood scenario use case are depicted in three figures below. EnStreaM 
portlet can visualize predicted values, so the user can compare them to real data and 
qualitatively evaluate the results. 

In the portlet the user can visualize predictions through the “Chart parameters” section. The 
user selects a sensor (which can be done through the map widget or from the dropdown). 
For prediction analysis it is useful to use average (AVG) aggregate type and aggregate time 
span of 1 day (day). In the first step user executes “Show chart” function, which draws a 
chart with specified aggregate for the last 20 days. Then the user clicks on “Add prediction” 
which queries the EnStreaM service for predictions for selected dates. Predictions are then 
aligned with the actual dates of the visualized aggregates and displayed on the map for 
comparison. 

Figure 10 shows two examples of water level predictions from the nodes near Belgrade (data 
provided by the Envision case study). First chart shows a situation of a lively time series, with 
lots of changes. Prediction seems to be able to tell those changes in advance, although 
some quantitative discrepancies are observable. Next chart shows that more stable time 
series can be more accurately predicted. Cases of lively and stable time series predictions 
are depicted in Figure 11 and Figure 12, which are confirming the thesis above. With sensor 
at foi_0049 we can even see, that model is ahead of actual values, but very nicely follows the 
changes; same thesis is confirmed in the second chart of foi_0070. 

 

Figure 10: Average (blue) vs. prediction (green) for water level time series for nodes foi_0081 
and foi_0090, a few kilometres downstream from Belgrade. 

 

 

Figure 11: Average (blue) vs. prediction (green) for water level time series for nodes foi_0049 
and foi_0070 in Hungary.  
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Figure 12: Average (blue) vs. prediction (green) for water flow time series for nodes foi_111 and 
foi_118 near Danube delta. 

 

A similar approach was chosen for anomaly detection, with the following two differences. 
First, the aggregates of the sensor were not used. Instead, the feature vector consisted only 
of aggregates coming of the nearby sensors. Second, the target value was the current value 
of the sensor and not its future value. The idea is that the sensor maintains some correlations 
with the nearby nodes which are captured with this model. When the correlation breaks (e.g. 
the sensor breaks and starts sending faulty measurements), the prediction and the actual 
measurement should start to deviate. Figure 13 shows an example of feature vectors; for the 
sake of clarity we only use the AVERAGE aggregate. One column corresponds to one 
feature vector. The first row contains the value to be predicted. 

An interesting thing to note at this stage is that such anomaly detection model would not 
catch uncommonly large increase or decrease in the water level. The model estimates 
current value of the sensor based on the nearby sensors, and as long as they sensors 
observe large but similar increase or decrease, the prediction will be close to actual values.  
However, this approach can discover anomalies such as faulty sensors or significant 
changes in the correlations (e.g. dam upstream releases large amount of water or new 
irrigation system is implemented nearby). This shows how domain and problem specific the 
definition of “anomaly” is. 

 

Date 12/30/2011 12/29/2011 12/28/2011 12/27/2011 12/26/2011 

Target 69.225 69.211 69.253 69.311 69.264 

(csro-sensor-0014-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.210 69.294 69.232 69.215 69.110 

(csro-sensor-0013-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.172 69.275 69.242 69.307 69.262 

(csro-sensor-0012-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.381 69.416 69.410 69.378 69.299 

(csro-sensor-0024-waterlevel, AVERAGE) 69.166 69.240 69.191 69.171 69.075 

Figure 13: Feature vectors for anomaly detection. 

 

In the user interface of the flood scenario, anomaly detection widget is shown in the lower 
right corner (see Figure 14). It requires the user to select the type of the sensor. Linear scale 
of the chart in such a case offers the user a reliable way to assess possible anomaly 
situations. 
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Figure 14: Anomaly detection widget in the GUI. 

 

After clicking the “Show measured vs. predicted chart” acquisition of predictions for all 
sensors in EnStreaM begins. Sensors whose data was not sufficient for learning a model in 
the learning phase are skipped. When the process finishes (each prediction takes 
approximately 500ms to complete), anomalies chart is displayed in the central area of the 
portlet (Figure 15). One bar corresponds to one sensor. Black bars are those whose 
prediction is lower than actual value, white bars show sensors with prediction higher than 
actual value. Candidates for anomalies are those sensors that have high bars that show 
significant discrepancy between measured and predicted values.  Ideally each sensor would 
be represented with a low (thin) bar in the chart. This would mean that predictions match the 
actual values of the sensors. High bars, on the other hand, are indicators that the sensor 
should be further investigated. 

 

Figure 15: Anomaly detection chart of real sensor values versus predicted values.  

 

Beside the reasons described in Section 2.2.3 (interesting event detected or sensor fault), 
big gaps in the prediction/value pairs can also mean that the model we are using had faulty 
data in the learning phase.  

Faulty sensors can be further examined by visualizing data from the sensor. This 
examination can be a comparison of different aggregates (i.e. min/max) or a prediction time 
series. In the Chart parameters part of the portlet the user can select a time series to 
visualize. It can be drawn on the new or on the existing chart and be compared with the 
previously visualized data. 
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Figure 16: MIN/MAX/AVG time series comparison in the same chart. 

 

In Figure 16, one candidate for anomaly is further explored. Three different time series are 
visualized: MIN, MAX and AVG daily aggregates. Faulty sensor measurements are detected. 
Average shows an unusual decrease in an otherwise relatively constant series. Adding 
minimum and maximum to the chart reveals that, on the particular day, part of the received 
measurements were invalid (value 0cm). Two additional similar situations are also shown. 

 

3.2 EnStreaM Portlet 

The EnStreaM Portlet is a graphical user interface to the EnStreaM service. It consists of the 
header bar with title and SOS service/scenario select widget on top of the portlet area. The 
main area is taken by the Google maps widget, which is showing the position of the sensor 
nodes (and also historical events, when selected) on a map. 

Below the map widget there is a chart widget, which includes a data selector field, sensor 
select field, aggregate type select field, aggregate timespan select field and “Show chart” 
link. The latter  shows a chart for the selected options. Additional links in this section are also 
“Add series”, which adds newly selected time series to the last existing chart and “Add 
prediction”, which adds a prediction of the previously visualized series to the chart. 
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Figure 17: EnStreaM GUI. 

 

The right sidebar starts with the event definition widget, which enables users to construct 
queries (event patterns) and then test them on the data from the SOS service. Results are 
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shown in the second widget (Query results). Historical events are shown in the Event widget 
below. The user is also able to enter his own historical events to help himself with sensor 
data analysis. Anomaly detection and Event prediction widgets are available for certain 
scenarios. 

The main purpose of the EnStreaM portlet is to support expert users when creating event 
patterns for a certain scenario. It enables browsing different aggregates per sensor, creating 
rules (hypothesis) and testing them. User can also compare results of the rules with the data 
about historical events. Furthermore he can view all the data prior to the events and 
recognize recurring patterns.  

3.2.1 Data import 

3.2.1.1 SOS import 

EnStreaM uses SOS services as main sources of data. Those services represent physical 
data sources which are published according to the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 
Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards. They offer standardized web interface for 
accessing observations.  

The input/output format of those services is encoded in a structured form according to two 
OGC specifications: SensorML and Observations & Measurements (O&M). 

The basic scenario for obtaining sensor measurements using SWE is depicted in Figure 18. 
The figure shows sensors in the upper left corner. Sensors push their observation results 
either to a database (which will be accessed by the SOS service) or directly to the SOS 
service (Transactional-SOS in this case). Sensors are registered, using SensorML, at the 
catalogue service. When the user queries the catalog service, it responds with a list of SOS 
service instances that fulfill the requirements. Eventually the user binds the SOS and 
retrieves the observation data, encoded in O&M format. More complex situations are handled 
by SPS and SAS scenarios [14]. 

 

 
Figure 18: Simple scenario for obtaining sensor measurements using SWE, where sensors and 

SOS services are registered in a catalogue (Resource Module). 
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A list of SOS services in the Envision platform is stored by the Resource Module in a JCR. 
This repository is being browsed by EnStreaM service. SOS services are extracted out of the 
list. Each service is then being polled for its capabilities (GetCapabilities function in the 
SOS). If response is valid, SOS service is stored in the internal EnStreaM database, services 
offerings and properties are extracted and stored as well.  

Each pair offering-property is the base entity for data harvesting. The pair holds information 
on the timestamp, up to which it has been harvested for sensor data. It also extends 
information about the SOS service it belongs to. Both use cases of the Envision project 
contain a relatively small data set, for which breakdown of parsing the SOS into offering-
property pairs is not necessary. However, EnStreaM is able to parse big SOS repositories. 

Recurring task (for data harvesting) needs to be set up on a server (not necessarily the one 
that hosts the EnStreaM service). This task needs to execute the provided script, which polls 
the SOS services for historical and then latest data. The script executes GetObservation 
request for offering/property in the shorter time span (typically 14 days) from the last date it 
was successfully polled. Timespan can be set in the configuration file (see Appendix A).  

The result of the GetObservation request is returned in the OGC O&M format and is then 
parsed and processed with the SPE. 

3.2.1.2 Historical events data import 

Historical events are the events detected by an expert user regarding the scenario (i.e. 
“landslide events” in the landslide scenario). Events are tuples containing time and 
geographical coordinates with additional metadata. Metadata can contain information about 
precision of time, location and other scenario-specific information. 

To insert historical events, the user has to click on the “Add events” button in the Events 
widget. Dialog for inserting CSV with event data is opened, see Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Modal window for inserting data about historical events. 

 

Entered CSV should contain date/time in MySQL form (YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss). Precision 
should be entered in precision days (not used), name should identify the event (to the user 
only). Latitude and longitude should be entered in decimal format. Volume is a numeric 
metadata value (for example volume of a landslide) which is yet unused. 

After successful import of the data, the Event widget should be populated with new entries.  

3.2.2 Data Visualization 

Data streams from environmental sensors often present imperfections: missing data and 
errors. A smart visualization and good user interface can help an expert user to get better 
insight into the data, easier manipulate and connect parts of the data set, which is helpful for 
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discovering similarities, patterns on the environmental phenomena or even detect anomalies 
in the measurements. 

The major distinction of EnStreaM portlet from other components of the Envision project (like 
the Chart Viewer or the Map Viewer) is that it uses aggregates rather than measurements. 
The advantage of this approach is in temporal alignment of the data, which makes it suitable 
for usage in much wider circle of data mining and machine learning techniques. 

3.2.2.1 Map widget 

The Map widget depicted in Figure 20 takes a central part of the EnStreaM portlet. It uses 
Google Maps data as a base layer, which provides additional information of the area for the 
user. Sensor nodes are represented with markers. Clicking the marker triggers an info 
window opening. Such window contains basic node information (feature of interest in the 
OGC O&M vocabulary) and basic sensor information (observed property, unit of 
measurements and for some scenarios also the last measured value and its prediction). The 
Map widget is connected to the Chart widget. When the user clicks the “select sensor” link in 
the info window, this same sensor is selected in the Chart widget. Also reverse binding is 
enabled. When the user selects a sensor in the Chart widget, this sensor is focused in the 
map widget and its marker is changed so it can be distinguished from other sensors. 

 

Figure 20: Map widget for the floods scenario. 

 

3.2.2.2 Chart widget 

The Chart widget provides the main functionality for visualizing time series. It can display 
multiple charts and is able to join different time series into a single chart. The user is able to 
compare data from different sensors, different aggregates from the same sensor, and to 
visualize data from the prediction model. Usually, the user is interested in observing data 
prior to some event. The date in the Chart widget is supposed to be the date of such an 
event. This date can also be updated via clicking the manually inserted event from the Event 
widget. Next, the user selects the sensor he is interested in and after that he sets the 
aggregate type and timespan. Aggregates and timespans are defined through an aggregate 
configuration file and may differ from scenario to scenario. 
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Figure 21: Chart widget displaying the same aggregate from neighbouring water level sensors. 

 

3.2.2.3 Events widget 

Discovery of local correlation of measured phenomena with events such as landslides is 
difficult without the data of such events. Event data essentially consists of event type, 
timestamp and geospatial information, and can be enriched with different metadata and data 
from the measurements and aggregates of the nearby sensors. The Events widget displays a 
list of events, provides functionality to visualize them in the map widget and to select the 
timestamp in the Chart widget. Clicking on an event opens a modal window with information 
about the indexed values of current and previous relevant aggregates, with additional query 
suggestion functionalities. 

 

Figure 22: The Events widget is situated in the right toolbar below the Event Definition and 
Query results. 
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3.2.2.4 Suggest rule window 

EnStreaM can suggest an initial rule for the definition of an event. A number of different 
aggregates are calculated for a single date. In the Envision use case we use six different 
aggregate types and four different time spans. This means 24 aggregates per sensor per 
event. Only a relevant subset of those, associated with its previous values is shown within a 
scenario instance of EnStreaM as depicted in Figure 23. The Suggest rule window uses 
current and four past values of the aggregates and EnStreaM is able to suggest a rule, 
considering a chosen aggregate. 

 

Figure 23: Suggest rule window for landslide scenario for the landslide happening on 
17/11/1999 near sensor station-005/precipitation. 

 

Suggested rule condition for the last option in the figure above is formed as shown in Listing 1. Rule 
condition is based on the monthly SUM aggregates of precipitation measurements. It envelops values 
of the mentioned aggregates for current and four previous time intervals (months) as shown in Figure 
23. 

 
(phenomenon == ‘precipitation’) && (aggregate type == ‘SUM’) && (timespan == ‘M’) && 

((value > (19.6 - threshold)) && (value > 19.6 + threshold)) && 

((value_1I_ago > (83.4 - threshold)) && (value < 83.4 + threshold)) && 

((value_2I_ago > (83.4 - threshold)) && (value_1I_ago < 83.4 + threshold)) && 

((value_3I_ago > (83.4 - threshold)) && (value_2I_ago < 83.4 + threshold)) && 

((value_4I_ago > (83.4 - threshold)) && (value_3I_ago < 83.4 + threshold)) 

Listing 1: Suggested rule condition. 

 

Thresholds and relevant aggregates are defined by expert user in the configuration. 

 

3.2.2.5 Anomaly detection widget  

The Anomaly detection widget is positioned at the bottom of the right column of the user 
interface. It exposes anomaly detection functionalities described in section 3.1.2 to the end 
user. The user is able to select measured phenomenon and is able to visualize a bar chart, 
depicting real and predicted values for all sensors that measure this phenomenon in the 
system. Bar height of a certain sensor can be a good indicator that something is (unexpected 
measurement) or was (model was shown faulty data at the learning phase) wrong with the 
sensor. Further exploration of such event with the Chart widget is described in the previously 
mentioned section. 
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3.2.3 Rule and data export 

Facing an avalanche of data, nowadays information systems  have been influenced in their 
evolution and characteristics. Data stream management systems and complex event 
processing systems, grouped under the family of information flow processing (IFP) systems 
[2], are able to handle multiple data sources, often streams, by applying a set of processing 
rules in order to derive new knowledge. These rules can be discovered using data mining 
and machine learning techniques from a vast research area [15] [16] or they can be defined 
by domain experts based on their knowledge. For the second case, an example can be 
related to landslides phenomena, for which an expert already knows the causes producing 
landslides. Many of these situations follow specific patterns which can be expressed through 
rules. The next step in order to represent these rules in a format which can be used by 
information systems is to provide to the experts an environment where they can create and 
validate the rules.  

We present how EnStreaM can be used by domain experts to explore large datasets in order 
to define processing rules for environmental data. The rules can be created and validated on 
real datasets through a graphical user interface (GUI). Similar work can be found on visual 
pattern discovery [17], where the focus is set on time series visualization for detection of 
unknown events. In contrast, we consider the situation when the events of interest are 
already known and the possible causes of these events can be explored. 

For interoperability with other systems, rules created in our system are exported in RuleML 
and Datalog formats, using semantic annotation from domain ontologies. Furthermore, the 
datasets to which the rules apply are exported in RDF and Datalog formats and semantically 
annotated. Details about the vocabularies used for annotation are given in Section 3.2.3.2.  

A high level architecture illustrating the inputs and outputs relevant for the rule and data 
export functionality of EnStreaM is presented in Figure 24. The demonstration of the system 
is presented in Section 4. 

The abstraction layer provided by the semantic annotations and aggregation of data enables 
the domain experts to analyze historical data in order to find various patterns. These patterns 
are represented by rules which can be created and tested through the GUI of the system 
(see Figure 25). The process of rule creation can be done in repetitive steps in which the 
user can refine or add new parameters. For validating the rule, the user can test it on the 
historical data. Finally, the rule can be exported in a chosen standard format 
(RuleML/Datalog), as well as the dataset complying with the rules (RDF and Datalog 
formats). 
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Figure 24: Independent Input/output of EnStreaM   

 

 

Figure 25: Rule creation in EnStreaM GUI on example of Envision’s landslide case study 

 

3.2.3.1 Creation and Validation of Rules 

The process of rule creation can be started from scratch, from raw sensor data, or with the 
rule suggested by the system for each event. In either case the user can start by analyzing 
the sensor measurements displayed in different charts for different time periods and 
aggregation types as illustrated in Figure 26. Next, the fields on the right-hand side of the 
GUI (Figure 25) are used to specify the relations and operators to appear in the rules. For 
our example we have 4 relations in conjunction (the logic operators supported are “AND” and 
“OR”) which constitute the conditions of the rule.  In case the user requests the suggestion of 
a rule, these conditions are specified by the system and can be refined by the user. The 
result of such conditions being fulfilled represents a type of event, whose name is given by 
the user in the “Event name” field. The event types are predefined in the Event Observation 
ontology1 used in the Envision project, as subclasses of the event-observation:EventType 
class and they are also included in the corresponding domain ontologies. These event types 
are presented to the user in a drop down box of the “Event name” field.  

The validation step is done by running the query with all the conditions specified over the 
historical data and comparing the events returned by the query with the list of entire events 
available for the specified location. The user should decide the importance and quality of the 
rule defined. 

The rules created through the interface are exported in RuleML and Datalog formats, which 
provide a simple and clean syntax for expressing “if-then” rules. For the RuleML export each 

                                            
1
 http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation 

http://purl.org/ifgi/event-observation
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condition is represented by one or more atomic formulas (“Atom”). The export in the RuleML 
format is depended on the vocabulary used for the relation constants (“Rel”). Specialized 
domain ontologies can simplify the RuleML representation as they can have more specific 
relations and concepts. Similarly, for the Datalog export an “if-then” statement is built from 
the rule created, where the head of the rule is the implication of the rule, while the body 
contains one or more conjunctions representing the conditions of the rule. In case of 
disjunctions (“OR”) present in the initial rule body, each disjunction will be mapped to a 
separate Datalog rule, with the same head of the rule. 

Rules in the mentioned format can be sent to the Event Processing Service 
(RuleML/Datalog) or to the (stream) reasoning engine (Datalog). Both engines expose their 
functionality through the web service, which is used by EnStreaM portlet to pass the data. 

 

Figure 26: Sensor Data Chart Visualization for different aggregates and time intervals 

 

3.2.3.2 Semantically annotated data export 

The RDF and Datalog export of datasets corresponding to the rules created is using as 
model the ontologies specified in the configuration files. We use the Envision domain 
ontologies 2 , however, any ontology can be used for annotation, as the EnStreaM 
infrastructure is not tied to a specific ontology. Since our scenario is closely related to the 
domain of sensor networks, an alternative for the domain ontologies can be OpenCyc3 
ontology to which extension might be needed for representing the specific domain. Results 
for using the OpenCyc ontology are presented in [18]. For the semantic annotation of the 
datasets corresponding to a rule, the input configuration file is used. 

                                            
2
 http://www.envision-project.eu/resources/ontologies/ 

3
 http://sw.opencyc.org/ 

http://www.envision-project.eu/resources/ontologies/
http://sw.opencyc.org/
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The dataset, exported in Datalog format, is sent to the (stream) reasoning web service, 
where it is further used in conjunction with the exported rules to enrich the dataset with 
additional complex events. 

3.2.3.3 Configuration files for semantic annotation 

The configuration files provide a semantic description of the EnStreaM Data Layer, which are 
needed for exporting both rules and subsets of data. The configuration files can be first 
created using the OntoBridge portlet [19], by semantically describing the concepts related to 
the EnStreaM Data Layer. These concepts are mainly the store names, and can also include 
some of the store attributes. An example is illustrated in Figure 27, where the SensorNode 
store is being annotated. Similarly, such annotation can be made for each store. However, 
since the semantics of the EnStreaM Data Layer can be more naturally described using 
ontology properties rather than concepts, the configuration files can be also manually edited 
in order to include annotation of the relations as well. 

 

Figure 27: Example of annotation of the EnStreaM Data Layer using Visual OntoBridge 

4 Evaluation on real data  

4.1 Landslide use case 

The sensor data available for the landslide use case includes precipitation measurements 
and water depths from five sensor stations. Data is available for sporadic time intervals 
during last several years. In addition to these data, approximately 30 landslide events 
occurring in the geographical area close to the sensor stations are provided separately. Even 
though the size of the dataset is too small for the prediction algorithms to perform well, it is 
suitable for exploratory analysis by domain experts. Considering the data available, 
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EnStreaM enables domain experts to analyze patterns or trends in the precipitation 
measurements which can be associated to the landslide events that occurred. EnStreaM 
provides the environment for the domain experts to visualize and analyze sensor data in 
parallel with event data, query data for identifying relevant rules and validate these rules on 
the available data. In the next subsection we will give illustrative examples of rules which can 
be created through EnStreaM and describe also their semantic annotation. 

4.1.1 Demonstration of rule and data export 

For demonstration purposes we consider two examples, first a very simple one and second a 
more complex one: 

1. if precipitation is greater than 60.5 mm then we have ViolentRain 

2. if the sum of precipitation over one month is greater than 24 mm and of the previous 
month also greater than 24 mm then we have LightRain 

The first example can be represented using two properties from the SSN ontology and the 
event type from the domain ontology. The two properties from SSN are observedProperty 
and hasValue. Other relations needed for equality and inequality operators used on 
numerical values are left as blank nodes and require to be interpreted by the component 
receiving the rule. The listing for the RuleML output for the first rule in included in Listing 
2(A). 

The second example requires more elaborate description and more ontology relation 
properties. As illustrated in Listing 2(B), another SSN properties needed is hasSamplingTime. 

 

<RuleML > <Assert mapClosure="universal"> 
<Implies><if><And> 

<Atom><Op><Rel iri="ssn:observedProperty"/></Op>                    (A) 
<Var>a</Var> 
<Ind>precipitation</Ind> 

</Atom><Atom><Op><Rel iri="ssn:hasValue"/></Op> 
<Var>a</Var> 
<Var>b</Var> 

</Atom><Atom><Op><Rel iri="_:greaterThan"/></Op>                         
<Var>b</Var><Ind>60.5</Ind> 

</Atom> 
</And></if> 
<then> 

<Atom><Op><Rel iri="rdf:type"/></Op> 
<Var>evt</Var> 
<Ind>ViolentRain</Ind> 
</Atom> 

</then></Implies></Assert></RuleML> 

 

<RuleML > <Assert mapClosure="universal"> 
<Implies><if><And> 

<Atom><Op><Rel iri="ssn:observedProperty"/></Op>                     (B) 
<Var>a</Var> 
<Ind>precipitation</Ind> 

</Atom> 
<Atom><Op><Rel iri="rdf:type"/></Op> 

<Var>a</Var> 
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<Ind>SUM</Ind> 
</Atom><Atom><Op><Rel iri="ssn:hasSamplingTime"/></Op> 

<Var>a</Var> 
<Ind>M</Ind> 

</Atom><Atom><Op><Rel iri="ssn:hasValue"/></Op> 
<Var>a</Var> 
<Var>b</Var> 

</Atom><Atom><Op><Rel iri="_:greaterThan"/></Op> 
<Var>b</Var> 
<Ind>24.0</Ind> 

</Atom><Atom><Op><Rel iri="_:value_1I_ago"/></Op> 
<Var>a</Var> 
<Var>c</Var> 

</Atom><Atom><Op><Rel iri="_:greaterThan"/></Op> 
<Var>c</Var> 
<Ind>24.0</Ind> 

</Atom> 
</And></if> 
<then><Atom><Op><Rel iri="rdf:type"/></Op> 

<Var>evt</Var> 
<Ind>LightRain</Ind> 
</Atom> 

</then></Implies></Assert></RuleML> 

 

Listing 2: RuleML output for example rules 1 (A) and 2 (B) 

 
The corresponding Datalog export is presented in Listing 3. 

type(?evt, ViolentRain) :- observedProperty(?a, precipitation), hasValue(?a, ?b), 

greaterThan(?b, 60.5).                                                                                                 (A) 

type(?evt, LightRain) :- observedProperty(?a, precipitation), type(?a, SUM), 
hasSamplingTime(?a, M), hasValue(?a, ?b), greaterThan(?b, 24.0), value_1I_ago(?a, ?c), 
greaterThan(?c, 24.0).                                                                                                  (B) 

Listing 3: Datalog output for example rules 1 (A) and 2 (B) 

 
The data exports consist of observation measurements which satisfy the constraints. Data 
can be exported in RDF and Datalog format. Samples of the results are illustrated in Listing 
4. 

RDF <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://localhost:9988/rdf-endpoint/sensorAggMeasurements/18023"> 
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://purl.org/ifgi/ssn#Observation"/> <rdfs:label>SUM</rdfs:label> 
<ssn:observationSamplingTime> 4  </ssn:observationSamplingTime> <ssn:hasValue> 69.9 
</ssn:hasValue> <ssn:observationResultTime>1992-11-01 00:00</ssn:observationResultTime> 
<ssn:observedBy rdf:resource="http://localhost:9988/rdf-endpoint/sensors/3"/> </rdf:Description> 

Datalog label('sensorAggMeasurements12','SUM'). 
observationSamplingTime('sensorAggMeasurements12','4'). 
hasValue('sensorAggMeasurements12','69.9'). 
observationResultTime('sensorAggMeasurements12','1992-11-01 00:00'). 

Listing 4: Sample of data export (in RDF and Datalog) 

4.2 Floods use case 

In addition to the prediction and anomaly detection functionalities provided for the floods use 
case, the domain experts can also create and validate rules in a similar manner as for the 
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landslide use case. Data available for the flood use case includes sensor measurements of 
water level. The historical flood events can be added by the user. The analysis of water level 
variations is done using the charts available. From this analysis the domain experts can 
extract the relevant patterns and test them by querying the available data. 

Available sensor data allows EnStreaM to apply prediction models for water level and water flow 
values (see section 3.1.2, where examples of usage are described). Similar methods also enable 
anomaly detection on the sensor level (see section 3.1.2). 

4.2.1 Demonstration of rule and data export 

Similar to the landslide use case, we show illustrative examples for the flood use case as 
well. 

Let us consider the following rule:  

If the average water level observed by the sensor with the id 2 over one day is greater 
than 40.0 cm then there is a High Water Level event. 

The RuleML and Datalog export for the rule are presented in Listing 5, while for the data 
export we just reference the previous section, as the format of the export is the same.   

<RuleML > <Assert mapClosure="universal"> 

<Implies> <if> <And> 

<Atom> <Op> <Rel iri="ssn:SensingDevice"/> </Op> 

<Var>a</Var> 

<Ind>2</Ind> 

</Atom> 

<Atom> <Op> <Rel iri="ssn:observedProperty"/> </Op> 

<Var>a</Var> 

<Ind>waterlevel</Ind> 

</Atom> 

<Atom> <Op> <Rel iri="ssn:hasSamplingTime"/> </Op> 

<Var>a</Var> 

<Ind>D</Ind> 

</Atom> 

<Atom> <Op> <Rel iri="rdf:type"/> </Op> 

<Var>a</Var> 

<Ind>AVG</Ind> 

</Atom> 

<Atom> <Op> <Rel iri="ssn:hasValue"/> </Op> 

<Var>a</Var> 

<Var>b</Var> 

</Atom> 

<Atom> <Op> <Rel iri="_:greaterThan"/> </Op> 

<Var>b</Var> 

<Ind>40.0</Ind> 

</Atom> </And> </if>  

<then> <Atom> <Op> <Rel iri="rdf:type"/> </Op> 

<Var>evt</Var> 

<Ind>HighWaterLevel</Ind> 

</Atom> </then> 

</Implies> </Assert> </RuleML>                                (RuleML) 
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type(?evt, HighWaterLevel) :- SensingDevice(?a, 2), 

observedProperty(?a, waterlevel), hasSamplingTime(?a, D), 

type(?a, AVG), ssn:hasValue(?a, ?b), greaterThan(?b, 40.0). 

      (Datalog)     

Listing 5: RuleML and Datalog export of high water level event rule 

4.3 Other publicly available datasets 

Initial experiments, in the progress of developing EnStreaM, have been conducted on 
publicly available datasets, complying with the OGC SWE set of standards (SensorML, SOS, 
and O&M). 

The dataset contains sensor measurements for a period of 20 days. EnStreaM was used to 
process the sensor measurements for extracting knowledge from the raw measurements. 
After that, we annotated it using a set of OWL ontologies centered on the W3C Semantic 
Sensor Network (SSN) ontology4, and exported it in RDF format. The sensor measurements 
are numeric values annotated in O&M according to the Integrated Ocean Observing System 
vocabulary.  

The dataset contains description and measurements of sensors in the area of ocean tides 
and currents, available online5. The motivation for choosing this dataset is given by the large 
number of standardized sensor descriptions provided. The representation format is 
SensorML for sensor descriptions and O&M for sensor measurements, facilitating parsing 
and extraction of relevant metadata.  

The dataset was downloaded and processed offline. For the sensor description dataset used, 
each system is described in a separate document with the following characteristics: 

 One document is used to describe one platform. 

 Each platform is identified by a Uniform Resource Name (URN) , can also have short 
or long names as simple strings, is classified in one or more networks (identified by 
URNs) and its location is defined in latitude and longitude coordinates. 

 The components of each platform are defined as systems. 

 Each system represents a sensor, is identified by a URN and can have a list of 
outputs. 

 Each output is a property measured by the sensor, and is identified by a Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) as an instance from Marine Metadata Interoperability6 (MMI) 
ontology, under the Climate and Forecast (CF) standard names parameter 
vocabulary, which is defining standard names for various types of observed 
properties. 

 

For the sensor measurements dataset, we have used a set of documents with the following 
characteristics: 

                                            
4
 http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn 

5
 Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services, http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/index.shtml 

6
 http://mmisw.org/orr/#http://mmisw.org/ont/cf/parameter 
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 One document contains all the observations one sensor made for one property 
observed, for 20 days. 

 For each measurement there are encoded a timestamp when the measurement was 
taken, a numerical value and a unit of measurement.  

The descriptions of the documents refer only to the data we have used, and not to all the 
information they contain. The total number of platforms described is 751 and there are 
identified 14 types of measured properties. In this work, we used a subset of 1900 
measurement files (.xml) totaling 8 GB of data on the disk. In these files, 1379 sensors, 
measuring 14 properties generated over 17 million observations. 

Using EnStreaM, through a local client (see Figure 28), simple data browsing and queries 
have been performed as well as aggregates have been generated and visualized. In Figure 
28 we can observe distribution of number of sensors by their type, property observed and 
unit of measurement used. As this was using a preliminary version of EnStreaM, slightly 
different visualizations were available then. Moreover, as EnStreaM has evolved after these 
experiments, there is no more possible to directly use these datasets with the current version 
of EnStreaM. 

 

Figure 28: Data browsing and visualization for oceanographic dataset 
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We generated several features from the sensor measurements and we focused on two of 
them: 

 the wind and sea conditions for sailors according to the Beaufort scale [20] 

 migraines caused by atmospheric pressure according to pressure values published in 
medical studies [21] 

For the wind and sea conditions case, nominal values have been calculated using the wind 
speed measurements. A total of 26 nominal values, such as: Calm, Flat, Fresh Breeze, etc. 
have been defined as individuals of SSN ObservationValue class. 

For migraines case, based on the relationship between migraines and the morning 
barometric pressure measurements, as well as a rise in barometric pressure over the 
preceding 24 hours reported in [21], we have defined three individuals of SSN 
ObservationValue that would illustrate the risk of getting a headache: NoHeadache, 
Headache and HighHeadache. In some sense, the headache related exports can also be 
seen as “virtual” sensors as there are no real-world sensors which would output such value. 

For describing the wind and sea conditions according to the Beaufort scale, measurements 
from 264 sensors observing wind properties were processed. From each sensor there were 
computed 67 observations (each with 2 results) describing wind and sea conditions. For the 
headache related observations 220 sensors measuring atmospheric pressure characteristics 
were used and 18 observations were generated for each sensor 

This experiments show that EnStreaM can scale to larger datasets than the ones available in 
Envision. It also illustrates how different abstraction levels can be constructed over raw 
sensor data. 

 

5 Discussion 

In the environmental domain Stream Mining techniques are still not widely present. With the 
developed EnStreaM component in the Envision project, we have shown the usability and 
applicability of Stream Mining in the environmental domain.  

The EnStreaM component is designed in a way that supports import of various data (sensor 
data and static-metadata about selected environmental phenomena) and provides wide 
range of functionalities: from simple to complex browsing of sensor data, discovery and 
validation of expert rules (which could be used for alarm triggering), anomaly detection in 
almost real-time (which enables detection of faulty sensors) and prediction of selected 
phenomena in various timespans. Visual representation of each sensor on the map, 
supported with the functionality of visual selection of various sensors from the map, and 
enable users to combine data from appropriate geographical areas in very straightforward 
way. 

Stream mining functionality including complex browsing, prediction of sensor values and 
anomaly detection has been applied on the Envision scenarios. For two different Envision 
case studies EnStreaM supports domain expert users with new functionalities:  

 In the landslide case study we showed the benefits of complex browsing of sensor 
data through time and with respect to the observed landslide phenomena. The expert 
user can select the sensors from the map and correlate the sensors data with 
observed phenomena, compare the situations (set of measurement on different 
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sensors) and validate hypothesis for reaction rules. Once the expert user is satisfied 
with the rule, it can be exported to the Event Processing Service (Envision D4.7).  

 In the Flood scenario, we showed the prediction of sensor values for various time 
spans. The predictions were done based on the target sensor history stream data 
together with the history data from several nearby sensors. Experimental results on 
real data show that the prediction model fairly matches the original values (Section 3). 
Prediction of sensor measures empowers  domain experts with valid information, 
which can be further used in various systems, such as flood warning systems, energy 
prediction systems (for hydropower plants), control systems for Iron Gate, etc.  

 Anomaly detection functionality also enables identification of faulty sensors and 
consequently the removal of error data from the data bases.  

Application of Stream Mining approach combined with static data (conventional data format 
such as CSV) showed that the EnStreaM application has variety of usage potential, 
especially in the environmental domain. It can be used for detection of sensor anomalies in 
almost real-time, which also enables possibility of triggering the alarm to send support 
service to fix broken sensor and consequently discard the data from failed sensor for the time 
being, which would be a great contribution to the Data Quality issue.  

Taken into account the increasing urge for interoperability, the presented prototype can be 
used for detecting and predicting worldwide similar situation in selected environmental 
phenomena from the most detailed data level and in various timespans.  

The results of using EnStreaM application on other publicly available data showed that 
EnStreaM can scale to larger datasets than the one available in the Envision project. It also 
illustrates how different abstraction levels (use of ontologies) can be constructed over raw 
sensor data. 
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Appendix A: Aggregates configuration 

 
Each instance of EnStreaM service (for any use case) can be configured with different aggregate con-
figuration, according to properties of the streaming data. 
 

Timespans can be defined arbitrary. Duration of a time window is defined in seconds. See Listing 6. 

 
The following aggregate types can be used: 
 

 maximum (MAX) 

 minimum (MIN) 

 average (AVG) 

 summa (SUM) 

 standard deviation (STD) 

 count (CNT) 

Each aggregate gets computed for all the defined timespans. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<configuration> 

  <timespans> 

    <timespan id="1" timewindow="86400" name="D"/> 

    <timespan id="2" timewindow="259200" name="3D"/> 

    <timespan id="3" timewindow="604800" name="W"/> 

    <timespan id="4" timewindow="2592000" name="M" /> 

  </timespans> 

  <aggregates> 

    <aggregate type="MAX"/> 

    <aggregate type="MIN"/> 

    <aggregate type="AVG"/> 

    <aggregate type="SUM"/> 

    <aggregate type="STD"/> 

    <aggregate type="CNT"/> 

  </aggregates> 

</configuration> 

 

Listing 6: Example of aggregateconfig.xml.  
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